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A CRITICISM. 
By JOHN F. J. SYKgS, D.Sc., M.D. 

IN the last Milroy Lectures Professor Berry 
Haycraft has displayed great boldness in attempting 
to grapple with the questions of heredity, variation, 
and survival and their effects upon the future of 
the race. The lectures are full of thought and 
suggestiveness, but the lecturer appears to have 
been conscious that such extensive subjects could 
scarcely be compassed by three lectures without 
abbreviating the train of reasoning by which he 
arrives at his conclusions. If, therefore, readers 
are apt to misread, it may be attributed to the fact 
that so many points that are involved have not 
been sufficiently elaborated for want of time and 
space, and it leaves it open to suggest that the 
train of reasoning may conceal fallacies not 
observable upon the surface. Professor Berry 
Haycraft sums up the effects of heredity by stating 
that purely local acquired characters are not trans- 
mitted, but acquired constitutional conditions may 
be transmitted provided they affect the germ cell ; 
the.se he terms "acquired germinal variations " i n  
conti~distinction to "innate germinal variations," of 
which tne causes are unknown. That environment 
may act upon a race--firstly, by giving preference 
to certain innate qualities of certain members, and 
so by selection and survival determine the produc- 
tion of the race from these ; and, secondly, by 
varying the general well-being of the offspring 
through the parental blood. The latter is surely 
theheredity of acquired variation, with the proviso 
that the variation must affect the germinal cells of  
the parent. Yet, whilst Professor Haycraft holds 
that  mankind was profoundly mistaken in dreaming 
of  the elimination of disease by the transmitted 
effects of good hygienic conditions, he at the same ' 
time holds that good food and healthy exercise 
will enrich the blood and endow it with energy, 
and the germ cells may suffer change in common 
with other tissues depending for their vitality upon 
the general well.being of the body. 

The lecturer discusses the effects of micro- 
parasitic organisms, and bolds that the organisms 
causing measles, small-pox, chicken-pox, scarlet 
fever, typhus fever, and typhoid fever are selective 
agents, inasmuch as they prevent a larger number 
of weak than of strong children from growing to 
maturity, and contributing to the production of the 
next generation. At the same time he holds that 
the microbe of typhoid fever, unlike that of leprosy, 
will attack a man who is healthy and living in 
healthy surroundings, excepting for the microbe 
that lives in his well ; and that the microbe of 
syphilis, unlike the microbe of leprosy, but like 
that of measles, feeds on healthy blood and tissue ; 
that leprosy attacks' anyone living under certain 
unhygienic conditions ; remove these condit ions--  
as we have done long ago- -and  the bacillus of 

leprosy disappears; its duties are over, like the 
extinct plants and fishes in the rocks. From these 
and other like facts Professor Haycraft draws the 
conclusion that preventive medicine is producing 
race-decay. That  preventive medicine is not 
regarded in any narrow sense is evident, since he 
speaks of preventive medicine and civilisation 
together, and he summarises by saying that or~ 
account of improved external conditions, and 
notably the sanitary advances due to the efforts of 
preventive medicine, the race is deteriorating in 
general constitutional robustness. 

As the lecturer regards pathological microbes as 
our race friends rather than as our foes, it would 
be interesting to know whether he regards over- 
crowding as beneficial. The invariable result of 
overcrowding is to produce an environment favour- 
able to pathological organisms (especially those of 
typhus), which attack the community, killing some, 
maiming some, and deteriorating the health of 
others. Is Professor Haycraft prepared to main- 
tain that impnre air, water, and soil, darkness, 
dampness, and foulness are friends of the race, 
since they are favourable to many microbes, and 
test the resistance of human beings exposed to 
their influences ? 

The Professor enters at some length into the 
question of the heredity of the quality of immunity 
acquired by attacks of infectious diseases. It  
might be worth while discussing the effects of all 
the many varieties of acquired immunity, since 
each particular disease that confers immunity pro- 
duces its own, but for the fact that he comes tO 
the conclusion that there is no reason to believe 
that the germinal cell may be affected in these 
diseases. Therefore, so far as acquired immunity 
is concerned, caedit questio and only selection 
obtained by resistance and survival remains. 

In reply to the lecturer's conclusion that infec- 
tious diseases maintain the robustness of the race, 
and  prevent race-decay by killing the weakly, quite 
a number of apposite questions may be asked. Do 
not the more weakly die the more readily under 
all influences inimical to life ? Does not one in- 
fectious disease and its concomitants, whilst 
killing some, maim many, and weaken many more, 
so that they may readily fall a prey to another 
disease? Is age predisposition, and the attack of  
the young and susceptible, synonymous with the 
attack of the weakly? Do not many infectious 
diseases acquire progressive virulence as they 
spread, and especially as they spread through 
persons of increasing ages ? Many other and similar 
questions might be asked if space permitted. 
But Darwin's generalisation was drawn from facts, 
not from ideals. The survival of the fittest refers 
to environment. This may be ideally bad; and 
the ideally bad may survive. I f  it be desired to, 
modify the environment so that the ideally fit may 
st~rvive only, or may alofie reproduce, it then 
becomes a question of what is the ideal fitness and 
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what is the ideal environment desired. Is ideal 
fitness to be robustness, and the ideal environment 
to be hardship to secure i t ?  Is the more hardy 
hunting mountaineer to be considered more fit to 
survive than the less hardy agricultural plainsman ? 
Are the works of war to be considered fitter 
.environment than the arts of peace? The  only 
true test of fitness within the Darwinian nmaning 
is survival, and the only test of environment is that 
form which secures survival. The saving of life 
has been ever the keynote of curative medicine, 
and remains the ultimate aim of  preventive medi- 
cine. If  Professor Haycraft 's conclusions be 
correct, then not only is preventive medicine 
wrong m combating unfavourable environment to 
protect health against deterioration, but  curative 
medicine is also wrong in combating disease of 
the body to protect and prolong life. 

T H E  H E R M I T E  SYSTEM O F  T R E A T M E N T  
O F  S E W A G E .  

By CHAS. KELLY, M.D., F.R.C.P., M.O.H. for the 
Combined Sanitary District of West Sussex. 

IN accordance with your request I have examined 
carefully the process which has lately been carried 
out  in Worthing for the treatment of sewage by 
M. Hermite. 

The  whole of the plant has been erected under 
the direction of M. Hermite, and the method 
adopted is that  carried out by the in,,;entor himself, 
so that this report does not deal with the treatment 
of sewage at the outfall, nor with the mixed sewage 
of a town, but only with such sewage as the author 
of the process has seen fit to include. 

The  Hermite  solution is obtained by the partial 
electrolysis of sea water. Two galvanised iron 
tanks, each capable of holding i ,ooo litres, or 22o 
gallons, are placed side by side, while between and 
above them an electrolyser is placed in a small 
metal box. There are four rows ot vertical rods, 
covered in their lower half by a mesh of fine 
platinum wire, which dip into the sea water con- 
tained in the box;  each row contains eleven such 
rods. Between these rows circular discs of zinc 
revolve when the machinery is in motion. The  
current, generated by a dynamo, which is driven 
by a portable steam engine, passes through the sea 
water between the electrodes of zinc and platinum, 
and in doing so it is said to decompose the mag- 
nesium chloride, and so to produce a disinfecting 
fluid. 

A gallon of ordinary sea water contains about 
2,275 grams of combined chlorides in solution, of 
which magnesium chloride amounts tO about 256 
grains, the rest being nearly all sodium chloride. 
I t  is stated that the magnesium chloride is alone 
decomposed, and that the sodium chloride serves 
as a conductor. I t  takes about 2 to 2k hours to 
convert 22o gallons (1,ooo litres) into a disinfect- 
ing fluid of a strength equal to o'75 grams of 
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chlorine per litre, but M. Hermite  says that a solu- 
tion containing 0"30 grams of chlorine per litre : 
sufficient for his system. No account is given oz 
the chemical nature of the substance produced by 
his process; it is said to be an oxygenated com- 
pound of chlorine, but no chemical formula is 
given. The solution has a smell of a weak solution 
of bleaching powder, and M. Hermite contends 
that his solution is of a similar nature, with this 
difference, that magnesia takes the place of lime 
in a bleaching fluid. 

Bleaching fluid is a solution of chlorinated lime ; 
and his solution may then be called chlorinated 
magnesia. In  each case hypochlorous acid seems 
to be produced in combination with a base, and 
this acid is one of the compounds of chlorine with 
oxygen. 

When good commercial bleaching powder is 
treated with distilled water, a certain proportion is 
dissolved, and this fluid will give a strength equal 
in effect to 25 or 30 grams of chlorine per litre. 

Such a liquid gives off a strong smell of hypo- 
chlorous acid, and it has active bleaching power 
when treated with a diluted mineral acid. 

The strongest Hermite  solution which I have 
examined contained 0'75 grams of chlorine per 
litre, or o'52 grains per imperial gallon. 

On several occasions the strength was much 
less, amounting only to 0'22 grams of chlorine per 
litre, while in most of the experiments a strength 
of 0'44 grams to o '5 t  grams was obtained, or a 
quantity in excess of that (o'3 o grams), which it is 
claimed will suffice for disinfection. 

The strength of this s~.~.adard may be better 
understood when I say that it is sixty times weaker 
than a saturated solution of good bleaching powder. 
The Hermite solution loses its strength when kept 
for a few days, even in closed vessels; two such 
samples lost nearly one-twentieth of their strength 
in two days. 

The  solution contains no free chlorine, as has 
been often alleged, and it does not redden litmus 
paper ;  it will decolorize sulphate of indigo at 
once, and its strength is thus ascertained : - -  

A solution containing a known quantity of arsenious acid 
is taken, and o[ this 5 e.c. are placed in a small glass beaker, 
into which two or three drops of indigo solution are added, 
so as to give the liquid an intense blue colour. On adding 
the Hermite solution no change in eolour takes place until 
the arsenious acid is changed into arsenic acid, and when 
this is completed the blue colour disappears and the liquid 
turns to a pale yellow brown colour. The s!rength of the 
solution can thus be quickly ascertained; the weaker the 
so'.ution the more is required for decoloration. 

When treated with dilute hydrochloric acid, it 
gives off chlorinei and it will then bleach reddened 
litmus paper. 

There is no treatment of sewage by electricity 
as in Webster's method. Electricity is only used 
to decompose the sea water, and the altered .~ea 
water so produced is allowed to act chemically on 
sewage. 


